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5 THINGS WE LOVE ABOUT DC
REBIRTH

The new status quo of the DC universe

If you’ve been living under a rock, you probably don’t

know that DC Rebirth is the new status quo of the DC universe. Rebirth is

DC’s way of tying up some of the loose ends from The New 52 era, as well

as bringing back the favourite things about our superheroes (and villains).

This is also an attempt to get new readers on-board. A new status quo

means new #1 issues, and that means anyone meaning to read the

comics now has a place to start.

I’ve personally been loving all of DC Rebirth, so I decided to feature some

of my favourite things about it. WARNING: MAJOR SPOILERS AHEAD

Right in the feels

There’s nothing more amazing than seeing your favourite superhero

busting some skulls. But you know it’s special when a comic book makes

truly feel for the characters. It’s evident that the Rebirth writers have kept

the readers’ emotions in mind while scripting. One of the best examples

of this is The Final Days of Superman. We watch as Earth’s mightiest hero

finds his body slowly failing him. He’s dying because of his recent battles

against Darkseid and Rao. We see Superman doing the things he loves;

meeting his mother, playing with his dog and tying up other loose ends.

The last few panels are the most heart wrenching; a dying Superman

surrounded by Wonder Woman, Batman and Lana Lang, where he bids his

final goodbye. Ofcourse, there is another Superman who takes over, but

that is for another time.
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Another example comes in the form of an iconic scene from Flash Rebirth:

The Button. Barry and Bruce travel through time to unravel the mystery of

the Button, when they land up in the Batcave from the Flashpoint

universe. And yes, it happens; Bruce meets his father, Thomas Wayne, the

Flashpoint Batman. If you thought the letter scene from Flashpoint was

emotional, this will bring you to tears.
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